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same terms as the Dutchl.   Unable to gain the restitution
of its former privileges, the Company ceased to trade in a
corporate capacity and was reorganized on a regulated basis.
The change was no doubt due, in part, to the discontent of its
members at the want of success which had attended their
joint-stock enterprises, but the motive for corporate trading
also disappeared when the Company, divested of its im-
munities, was made to occupy the position in Russia of
other foreign traders.   The Greenland Company, which was
a branch of the Russia Company, remained a joint stock2.
Survival of      The survival of the Russia Company on a regulated
pZny°ona ^asis serve(^ niainly to provide opportunities for exploiting
regulated   non-members since its trade, computed to be only one-
fortieth of the Dutch, was counted among ' trades lost'8.
An admission fine of fifty pounds 4 reduced the membership
by 1697 to thirteen, who issued licences to non-freemen to
trade with Russia (except Archangel) on payment of i per
cent, of the value of their imports5.   A body of London
merchants petitioned Parliament to put the Russia Com-
pany on the same footing, in respect of admission fines, as
the Eastland Company and the Merchant Adventurers,
urging that " the territories to which the Russia Company
do trade are of vast extent, and the trade thither must be
much improved to England if other English merchants had
liberty to trade " 6.   Their application received the support
of the manufacturing interest7, but though a committee of
the House of Commons reported favourably8, the attempt
to carry through a Bill for enlarging the trade to Russia by
an easy admission into the Company was defeated 9.   A new
development soon made it impossible for the Company to
confine its privileges to a small coterie.   On the occasion of
the Tsar's visit to Holland in 1697, the English ambassador
at The Hague was instructed to negotiate a treaty for' liberty
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